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Abstract

Purpose: In light of the fact that people have more opportunities to encounter sci-
entific misinformation surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic, this research aimed to
examine how different types of misinformation impact readers’ evaluations of mes-
sages and to identify the mechanisms (motivated reasoning hypothesis vs. classical
reasoning theory) underlying those evaluations of message inaccuracy and fakeness.
Design/methodology/approach: This research employed data from an online
experiment conducted in Hong Kong in March 2022, when the fifth COVID-19 wave
peaked. The datawere collected using quota sampling established by age based on
census data (N = 835).
Findings: In general, the participants were not able to discern manipulated con-
tent frommisinterpreted content.When given a counter-attitudinalmessage, those
who read a message with research findings as supporting evidence rated the
message as beingmore inaccurate and fake than thosewho read the samemessage
but with quotes as supporting evidence. Contrary, one’s disposition to engage in
analytical thinking and reasoning was not found to impact assessments of infor-
mation inaccuracy and fakeness.
Implications: With respect to the debate about whether people are susceptible
to misinformation because of cognitive laziness or because they want to protect
their personal beliefs, the findings provide evidence of the motivated reasoning
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hypothesis. Media literacy programs should identify strategies to prepare readers
to be attentive to personal biases on information processing.
Originality/value: Although many researchers have attempted to identify the
mechanisms underlying readers’ susceptibility to misinformation, this research
makes a distinction between misinterpreted and manipulated content. Further-
more, although the Cognitive Reflection Test is widely studied in the Western
context, this research tested this disposition in Hong Kong. Future research should
continue to empirically test the effects of different types of misinformation on
readers and develop distinct strategies in response to the diverse effects found.

Keywords: analytical thinking; distrust in science; Hong Kong; misinformation;
motivated reasoning; perceived inaccuracy; perceived fakeness

1 Introduction

During health crises, such as the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, it is important that all
citizens cooperate and follow the same set of preventive measures (e.g., social
distancing, mask wearing, and handwashing) to contain the virus and its spread.
However, the circulation of medical and science misinformation across social media
platforms can prompt individuals to do the opposite. In this sense, the proliferation of
misinformation, ranging from the spread of harmful health advice to the uptrend in
conspiracy theories about the COVID-19 virus, poses a serious threat to global public
health (Lewandowsky et al. 2017). Over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic, vaccine
hesitancy has emerged as a worldwide concern (Lin et al. 2021), including Hong Kong
(Tsang 2021a). Hong Kong is one of the many regions with a low vaccination rate.
Despite a surplus of vaccines that were going to expire, the vaccination rate of the first
dose of vaccines remained low, at approximately 34.8% as of July 2021 (Tsang 2022b).
According to Tsang (2022b), although vaccine safety was found to be amajor concern
for vaccine hesitancy, knowledge of the vaccines, which iswidely cited as a reason for
vaccine hesitancy, did not influence people’s willingness to vaccinate.

Very often, misinformation about the science of COVID-19, whether about
the transmission of the virus, the efficacy of mask wearing and social distancing,
or the safety of vaccines, will likely involve either quotes from or research find-
ings published by scientists. These can easily become the building blocks of
misinformation. On the one hand, genuine research findings and quotes can be
misinterpreted; on the other hand, they can be (a) deliberately manipulated,
(b) erroneously published alongside the names of reputable scientists and or-
ganizations (e.g., CDC, FDA, the World Health Organization (WHO)), or (c) both.
To contribute to the literature on misinformation, the current research examines
how different types of misinformation (misinterpretation versus manipulation)
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and supporting evidence (research findings vs. quotes from scientists) impact
readers’ evaluations of the accuracy or authenticity of a message.

Using COVID-19 vaccination as a case study, an identification of the factors
underlying readers’ evaluations of inaccuracy and fakeness will consider analytic
thinking disposition, pre-existing attitudes toward coronavirus vaccines, and
distrust in science. In fact, the debate about whether people are susceptible to
misinformation because of cognitive laziness or because they want to protect their
beliefs and identities is not new. Because trust in COVID-19 scientists and health
agencies such as theWHOwas found to be divided along party lines (Kerr et al. 2021)
and science skepticism is argued to be on a rise (Rutjens et al. 2021), understanding
the reasons why people are susceptible to science misinformation is critically
important.With respect to the decline in trust in health agencies, theWHOhas faced
a “credibility crisis among Hongkongers” since the organization repeatedly sided
with the Chinese government’s response to the COVID-19 outbreak (Grundy 2020).

Using data from a 2 (misinterpretation versus manipulation) × 2 (research
findings versus quotes from scientists) online experiment conducted in Hong
Kong, the participants were not found to be capable of distinguishingmanipulated
content from misinterpreted content. When confronted with a counter-attitudinal
message, one with research findings as supporting evidence generally resulted in
higher ratings of inaccuracy and fakeness than the same message with quotes as
supporting evidence. Although pre-existing attitudes toward coronavirus vaccines
and distrust in science were found to positively predict perceived message inac-
curacy and fakeness, no evidence of analytic thinking disposition was found. The
implications for fact checking and media literacy will be discussed.

2 Misinformation about scientific research

Given how prominent social media has become, not only are younger American
adults spending more time on the internet, but the share of older tech adults is also
growing (Faverio 2022). In Hong Kong, internet usage has been shown to be
particularly high, with an internet penetration of 93.0% in 2022 (DataReportal 2022).
During crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic, scientific content canbemanipulated
to encourage the wide distribution on social media platforms. Indeed, misinfor-
mation related to COVID-19 can be found in many countries (Zeng and Chung-hong
2021); it can include, but is not limited to, false claims about the severity of the
pandemic, preventionmethods, vaccines, and the condition of the confirmed cases.

In general, there is a consensus as to how misinformation is defined (Tandoc
et al. 2018;Wardle 2017); here,misinformation refers to false content beingproduced
and sharedunintentionally, and it contrastswithdisinformation,which is published
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and sharedwith the intent to deceive ormislead. Following the literature suggesting
that intent is usually not known (Krause et al. 2022), the present study also treats
misinformation as inaccurate information, regardless of the publisher’s intention.
Besides, withmost definitions expecting an absolute ground truth to be present, it is
vital to keep in mind that ground truth in the domain of science is often fluid in
nature (Krause et al. 2022), and the best expert consensus available at the time is
oftenused todiscern theaccuracyof apiece ofmisinformation (Tanet al. 2015;Vraga
and Bode 2020). To function as a ground truth, information should be verifiable and
often suppliedwith some sort of evidence (NyhanandReifler 2010). Nonetheless, the
verificationof accuracy can sometimesbe a subjective call (Vraga andBode 2020). In
some cases, the experts have not yet reached a consensus, or it is unclear where to
draw the line andassert that a consensushas been formed. Toavoid these situations,
the present research studied two specific types of misinformation: a message that
involves the misinterpretation of scientific evidence and a message that involves
manipulation (altering scientific evidence).

3 Misrepresentation versus manipulation

Studies on misinformation effects do not usually distinguish between different
types of misinformation, tending instead toward the distinction of topics, such as
health misinformation, science misinformation, and political misinformation
(Vraga et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2022; Zeng and Chung-hong 2021). As documented
by Wardle (2017), mis- and disinformation not only include fabricated content
(content that is 100% false and designed with an intent to deceive), but also
misleading content, content with false connections or false contexts, manipulated
content, imposter content, and satires or parodies. Rather than focusing on the
different misinformation types sorted by the publisher’s intention (Wardle 2017),
the current study focuses on discerning the effects of misinformation employing
different media tactics (misinterpreting vs. manipulating scientific research find-
ings). Given that expert consensus is often presented in the form of findings from a
scientific research report and quotations from an individual scientist or research
team, the present study focuses on misinformation that involves the misrepre-
sentation or manipulation of existing scientific evidence.

Misrepresentation involves genuine content that is warped through its
placement alongside distorted contextual information. For example, it may be true
that certain research was conducted and that the scientists held a press confer-
ence, but the study or quotations might then be interpreted in a way that is
inconsistent with the findings of the study (HKBU Fact Check 2022a). For instance,
a genuine study was cited to claim that tea can reduce COVID-19 transmission
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risks. The research did take place but was performed outside the human body and
never inside a human body. Quoting the genuine research article, a false conclu-
sionwas generated and spread. Furthermore, somemisinformation ismanipulated
content, which involves the outright alteration of the elements of a message. A
common example of this tactic iswhen scientific research is said to be published by
a credible source, such as theWHO, but in fact, theWHOhas never conducted such
research. Another example is when scientific research was conducted but the
content of the findings is being altered to support a false conclusion. In other
words, some aspect of the information is manipulated specifically to deceive
(Wardle 2017).

4 Perceived fakeness and inaccuracy

Because fake news can be defined as intentionally publishing content with “false
statements of fact” (Klein and Wueller 2017), the presence of untrue facts
(i.e., inaccuracy) is a necessary element of fake news. Allcott and Gentzkow (2017)
suggested a similar definition,mentioning verifiably false content being published
intentionally. Altogether, fake news or misinformation can be boiled down into
two components: the presence of false content and the content being produced and
published strategically to serve ideological or financial purposes (Tandoc et al.
2018). From the perspective of falsity (the degree of falseness), manipulated con-
tent involves higher levels of fault deviating from expert consensus.

The present research argues for the need to distinguish between inaccurate and
fake information. If one considers a statement inaccurate, it might be because of a
mistake, suchasamisspelling, an exaggerated claim, orperhaps facts presented ina
misleading manner; however, that statement does not necessarily include claims
that are completely fabricated. In other words, inaccuracy is more about a lack of
exactness. There is usually some basis of fact in an inaccurate statement; the author
does not deliberately spread an outright falsehood. Given that both manipulated
andmisinterpreted content include evidence or facts, it is necessary to examine how
readers process and evaluate these two types of misinformation. Most importantly,
scholars must examine the degree to which individuals can tell the differences
between these different types of misinformation.

H1:Participants exposed toa fabricatedarticlewill rate the content tobe (a) inaccurate
and (b) fake to a larger extent than those exposed to a misleading article.
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5 Research articles versus quotations

Indeed, as information circulates around digital platforms in a back-and-forth
manner between social media accounts and legacy media outlets, it is not surprising
to see content being distorted intentionally and unintentionally along the way (West
and Bergstrom 2021). In Hong Kong, misinformation about the safety and efficacy of
vaccines, the virus itself (i.e., its transmission and severity), and the prevention and
treatment of those infected was identified during the pandemic (HKBU Fact Check
2022b). In fact-checking reports published about vaccinations, false scientific content
was reported as mainly involving the incorrect use of data (e.g., death rates, vaccine
efficacy statistics, and vaccine ingredients) and quotations from doctors, medical
experts, and local and international scientists. Hence, without countering sources
of accurate scientific information, the sharing of misinformation can hinder the
containment of the pandemic (Zarocostas 2020). Recently, the use of scientific in-
formation to deceive has become distressingly widespread. In fact, many have cited
the use of this strategy as undermining confidence in both the scientific and
governmental institutions inHongKong, contributing to vaccinehesitancyamong the
older population at the time of data collection (Hong Kong Baptist University 2021).

Scientific data and findings are regarded as “objective, precise, and repli-
cable” (West and Bergstrom 2021). However, even objective data can be presented
to tell a misleading story. West and Bergstrom (2021) illustrated this through data
visualization. Using objective data and visualizations based on data, the re-
searchers were able to adjust the axes and bin sizes of the charts, reframing the
data to tell a story completely counter to that of the original. Although it is
generally assumed that misleading uses of data or misinterpretations of scientific
findings can be identified once one acquires sufficient training, misleading quo-
tations are much harder to spot (Wardle 2017); whether a person actually said
something or an event happened as described is very difficult to ascertain. Ac-
cording to Dahlstrom (2014), “logical-scientific communication (using data) is
context-free,” and audiences can understand facts “independently from their
surrounding units of information” (p. 13,614). In other words, readers can under-
stand a research article and process conclusions from the article using their
existing beliefs in meaningful ways. In contrast, “narrative communication
(relying on expert quotations) is context-dependent” (Dahlstrom 2014, p. 13,614),
such that the expert (i.e., source) holds most of the power in delivering the details
of the quotations, as well as the interpretations or implications of the quote.

Following Dahlstrom’s (2014) logic, the research findings presented in the form
of an objective piece of information (research article) are likely to be verifiable, and
audiences can seehowwell the conclusionprovided canbe generalized to their prior
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beliefs and knowledge.When there is amismatch between the two, people are likely
to evaluate the information as inaccurate or fake. In contrast, the research findings
presented in the form of expert quotations are often exhibited as an expert opinion,
as well as special cases of some abstract truths, so discerning the existence of a
special account is not an easy task. As a result, readers are expected to be fooled by
the use of quotationsmore often than those researchfindings presented as an article
publication. Hence, it is hypothesized that participants exposed to an article that
cites prior scientific studies will rate the content to be more (a) inaccurate and
(b) fake than those exposed to an article that cites quotes by scientists.

H2: Participants exposed to an article that uses prior research as evidence will rate
the content to be (a) inaccurate and (b) fake to a larger extent than those exposed to
an article that uses quotes as evidence.

6 The motivated reasoning hypothesis

The current investigation would be incomplete without taking one’s pre-existing
attitudes into account, in this case, attitudes toward vaccination. Certain psy-
chological factors that drive people to fall for misinformation have been identi-
fied. In general, people are more likely to believe information coming from
credible sources, narratives that are logical, and like-minded information
(Lewandowsky et al. 2012). Consistent with the literature on confirmation and
disconfirmation biases, people have the tendency not to scrutinize information
that agrees with their predispositions and beliefs while being critical toward
information that contradicts their points of view (Lord et al. 1979). In other
words, people are likely to be motivated to reason in such a way that their pre-
existing attitudes and values—and often their political identity—are protected
(Kunda 1990).

By relying on their political worldviews to interpret scientific information and
evaluate scientists’ credibility (Nisbet et al. 2015), most people do not weigh sci-
entific arguments carefully (Nisbet and Scheufele 2009). Therefore, the level of
susceptibility regarding a piece of science misinformation depends on how well
the information fits with the citizen’s views. Indeed, research has long supported
the application of motivated reasoning in political communication (Redlawsk
2002) and recently in science information processing (Ho et al. 2008; Kraft et al.
2015). Individuals have been shown to hold opposing attitudes to evaluate the
same piece of misinformation as fake to significantly different degrees (Tsang
2022a). These divergent assessments of a particular message, in turn, create
perception gaps between opposing sides, contributing to motivated fake news
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perceptions (Tsang 2021b). Indeed, as Nielsen and Graves (2017) suggested, fake
news tends to be news that one does not believe. When presented with scientific
misinformation claiming vaccination is harmful, it can be anticipated that those
who hold more favorable attitudes toward vaccination will be more likely to
discredit the attitudinal-incongruent message and, in turn, evaluate the content as
more inaccurate and fake. Furthermore, pre-existing attitudes toward vaccination
are expected tomoderate the relationships documented in H1 andH2 regarding the
type of misinformation and type of supporting evidence, respectively.

H3: Pre-existing positive attitudes toward vaccination are positively associated
with (a) perceived inaccuracy and (b) perceived fakeness.

H4: Pre-existing positive attitudes toward vaccination moderate the relationships
stipulated in (a) H1 and (b) H2.

7 Analytical thinking disposition

The motivated reasoning account is not without a competing hypothesis—classical
reasoning theory (Pennycook andRand 2019), which has also been identified as being
responsible for individuals’ misinformation susceptibility. This line of research has
indicated that people are too lazy to conduct deliberative, analytical information
processing (Pennycook and Rand 2019). It is believed that the deliberative processing
of informationwould allowpeople to rejectmisleading and inaccurate content and, in
turn, identify information as false (Bago et al. 2020; Pennycook and Rand 2019).
People tend to believe in false messages when they fail to reflect on the information,
choosing to rely on their intuition instead (Martel et al. 2020). In fact, this hypothesis
has been shown to relate closely to perceived news credibility in such a way that low
levels of perceived credibility can motivate systematic processing (and vice versa
among people who perceive high levels of credibility), which, in turn, impacts out-
comes such as the perceived risks of air pollution (Huang 2021).

It has been argued that items from the Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT) can
reflect individuals’ propensity to perform analytical thinking and reasoning
(Pennycook et al. 2015). In general, people have a tendency to think in a less
effortful manner (Stanovich 1999), and CRT can reflect the degree to which in-
dividuals are willing to engage in more effortful thinking (Toplak et al. 2014).
Pennycook and Rand (2019) found evidence that individuals who were more
willing to perform analytical thinking were less likely to think falsely that fake
news was accurate. Meanwhile, those whose thinking was more analytical were
more likely to think that genuine news was accurate. Therefore, it is hypothesized
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that the disposition to engage in analytical thinking and reasoning will positively
relate to the chance of figuring out that the misinterpreted and manipulated
content is inaccurate and fake (H5).

Solving the above theoretical debate is vital not only because there is a gap in
the literature to be addressed, but also because it has implications for misinfor-
mation reception. If classical reasoning is the drive, with people being too lazy to
critically process scientific information, practitioners should aim to feed people
with accurate goals or even increase the costs of being susceptible to misinfor-
mation (e.g., informing people about possible negative health consequences). On
the other hand, if it is more about motivated reasoning, media literacy programs
(Tully et al. 2020) might be more effective.

H5: Analytical thinking disposition is positively associated with (a) perceived in-
accuracy and (b) perceived fakeness.

8 Distrust in science

Finally, the current research considers the role played by distrust in science.
Because citizens usually hold little prior knowledge about science, trust becomes
vital because it gives scientists “the benefit of the doubt” (Rahn and Transue 1998).
In science communication, trust has often been interpreted as the extent towhich a
scientist is perceived to have integrity (Gauchat et al. 2017) and to work in the
public’s interest with goodwill (Horton 2016). According to Renn and Levine (1991),
trust is the assumption that a communicator—in this case, a scientist—is both
honest and competent in conveying accurate information. Perceiving scientists as
manipulating data to achieve political aims can increase levels of distrust. In the
study of misinformation, audiences’ perceptions of motives, especially those that
are malicious in nature, significantly discredit the work of journalists and, in turn,
lower the credibility of the news (Tsang 2022a). In this way, a perceived political
agenda can undermine confidence in the perceived legitimacy of science and
influence whether scientific evidence is considered in a society’s decision making.
According to the theoretical framework proposed by Lewicki et al. (1998), whereas
trust involves hope, faith, confidence, assurance, and initiative, distrust involves
fear, skepticism, cynicism, watchfulness, and vigilance. Therefore, the current
research expects a positive relationship between distrust in science and perceived
message inaccuracy and fakeness.

H6: Distrust in science is positively associated with (a) perceived inaccuracy and
(b) perceived fakeness.
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Furthermore, because people’s distrust of science largely depends on their un-
derstanding of scientific matters (e.g., whether scientists have performed well
throughout the pandemic and towhat extent science and scientists have backed up
good policy decisions on vaccination and pandemic recovery), individuals’ levels
of distrust largely depend on their attitudes toward the message they are about to
read (i.e., vaccination). Such an expectation resonates with what the National
Academics of Sciences (2015) have suggested: “When there is societal debate,
public trust [in science] often becomes a function more of political identity than of
scientific fact” (p. 21). Hence, RQ1 is raised.

RQ1: Do pre-existing attitudes toward vaccination moderate the relationships
stipulated in (a) H5 and (b) H6?

9 Methods

A 2 × 2 experimental survey1 was conducted online in Hong Kong in March 2022, at
a time when the Omicron outbreak had peaked (RTHK 2022) and the government
calling for higher COVID-19 vaccination rates to protect residents against severe
disease and death from the virus (The Government of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region 2022). The survey was executed by a survey company
(Dynata) using quota sampling based on age. The participants were asked to
complete a survey concerning their position on the pandemic and COVID-19
vaccination, read a piece of misinformation on scientific research regarding the
controversy, and answer questions regarding message content. They were then
given a debrief clarifying that the message was manipulated for the purpose of the
study.

Given that the present study manipulated the type of misinformation and
message evidence, which were not reliant on participants’ perceptions, manipula-
tion checks of the message type were not included (see O’Keefe 2003). According to
Ejelöv and Luke (2020), the inclusion of a manipulation check may prompt partici-
pants to contemplate the messages involved, leading to unwanted effects (Kidd
1976). Instead, a pilot study (N = 60) using a student convenience sample was
collected ahead of actual data collection to ensure that participants were able to
correctly identifywhethera researcharticlewas citedorwhether a research teamwas

1 The original research design involved manipulating the reach of the message. Nonetheless, the
strength of themanipulation was rather weak, such that the reachmanipulation had no impact on
both perceived inaccuracy (t = −0.86(833), p = 0.390) and fakeness (t = −0.71(833), p = 0.476). As a
result, the reported analyses did not make the distinction of low and high reach regarding the
Facebook post.
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quoted as evidence. To ensure that participants paid attention to the stimuli, they
were asked to identify whether the message was related to (a) the origins of
COVID-19, (b) COVID-19 vaccine safety/efficacy, (c) COVID-19 test kit sensitivity/
efficacy, or (d) theneed foruniversal community testing.Only thosewhowere able to
correctly identify the message content were allowed to complete the rest of the
survey. Thefinal sample involved835participants, 427 ofwhomwere female (51.1%).
The participants were, on average, 39.65 years old (SD = 12.11), with ages ranging
from 18 to 78. The majority were college graduates, and the average individual
monthly incomewasHKD30,000–39,999.Onehundredand eight-threeparticipants
reported leaning toward the democratic party (21.9%), 121 (14.5%) learning toward
the pro-establishment party, and 531 (63.6%) being neutral or independent.

9.1 Experimental design and stimuli

The experiment used a 2 (misinformation type: misrepresentation vs. manipula-
tion of scientific findings) × 2 (evidence type: data from research article vs. quotes
from research team) design. Prior to reading the misinformation, the participants
were asked the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with two statements: (a)
Vaccination is the best way to protect Hong Kong residents against COVID-19, and
(b) Not getting vaccinated is harmful to society as a whole. They were asked to rate
the statements from 1 (completely disagree) to 5 (completely agree). The mean of
the two items was obtained to measure pre-existing attitudes toward vaccination
(M = 3.12, SD = 1.15, Cronbach’s α = 0.86). The participants were then randomly
assigned to read one of four stimuli. A total of 204 participants (24.4%) were
exposed tomisinterpretedmisinformation citing data froma research article, while
215 participants (25.7%) readmisinterpreted quotes of a research team as evidence,
203 (24.3%) read manipulated misinformation citing data from a research article,
and 213 (25.5%) read manipulated misinformation quoting a research team as
evidence (see Appendix A).

The content, source, structure, and length of the misinformation were
consistent across conditions to safeguard internal validity. The misinformation
was said to be circulated on Facebook. Although the original published research
article claimed that the “preliminary findings did not show obvious safety signals
among pregnant persons who received mRNA COVID-19 vaccines,” the author of
themisinformationmisinterpreted the study and claimed that the research showed
there were 82 miscarriages among every 100 pregnant women, citing genuine
research findings presented in either a quotation or an article. The fabrication
went further, directly claiming that the study actually found evidence that there
were 82 miscarriages among every 100 pregnant women, citing manipulated
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research findings presented in either a quotation or an article. To further heighten
the degree of fabrication, the original author (New England Journal of Medicine)
was replaced with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),2 which
made the message an imposter (Wardle 2017). With respect to evidence type, the
misinformation either cited the findings as a published research article (cited as
research findings published) or a research team that had recently held a press
conference (cited as quotations from scientists).

The content was adapted from misinformation and journal articles circulated
on Facebook3 in Hong Kong to safeguard external validity. Because Hongkongers
have reached a consensus on whether COVID-19 vaccines will bring forward side
effects and deaths, the safety of COVID-19 vaccines during pregnancy was inves-
tigated. Taking the most controversial subject into account and referencing posts
being circulated on Facebook around that time, a post regarding pregnant women
was chosen. Facebookwas used because of it being the single most popular online
platform among Hongkongers. As of 2020, there were 5.95 million Facebook users
in Hong Kong (Statista 2021), meaning that approximately 76.7% of the Hong Kong
population is active on the platform. In Hong Kong, Facebook not only has been a
battlefield for political actors, but also a commonplace for news consumption,
which makes Facebook a great opportunity to study the mechanisms underlying
the processing of scientific misinformation.

9.2 Measures

9.2.1 Perceived fakeness

Adopting Tsang’s (2021b) measure of perceived news fakeness, the participants
reported to what extent they thought the Facebook message (a) was invented,
(b) was fabricated, and (c) could be considered fake news with a 1 (completely
disagree) to 5 (completely agree) Likert scale (M = 2.90, SD = 1.02, α = 0.92).

2 Since most of the vaccine research was not conducted in Hong Kong but elsewhere and the
media reports often cover updates from the CDC during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the CDC
was chosen over a local institution.
3 The content was created froma Facebook account called防疫大聖. Their content has been rated
as false by HKBU Fact Check. The content regarding the particular research findings on pregnancy
was published eight times as of August 9, 2022, with a total of 1377 likes, 382 shares, and 126
comments received. An addition of 25 posts regarding pregnancy were published by the account,
with at least four citing findings published by the CDC and VAERS. Because the presence of an
author might intervene with message effects, the identity of the account was not made visible to
the participants to enhance the generalizability of the findings.
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9.2.2 Perceived inaccuracy

Adopting Tsang’s (2021b) measure of perceived inaccuracy, the participants re-
ported the extent to which they thought the Facebookmessage (a) wasmisleading,
(b) contained exaggeration, (c) involved serious errors, and (d) was inconsistent
with the facts using the same 5-point scale. The mean of all four items was used to
measure perceived inaccuracy (M = 2.98, SD = 0.99, α = 0.93).

9.2.3 Analytical thinking disposition

Adopting Pennycook and Rand’s (2019) use of Frederick’s (2005) six-item CRT, the
participants’ disposition to engage in analytical thinking was measured by asking
them three questions: (a) A is 20 years older thanB. The sumof their ages is 28. How
old is B? (b) In a loaf of bread, there is a patch ofmold. Every day, the patch ofmold
doubles in size. It takes 40 days for the mold to cover the entire loaf. How many
dayswould it take for themold to cover half of the loaf? (c) A bat and ball cost $12 in
total. The bat costs $10 more than the ball. How much does the ball cost? Partic-
ipants answering a question correctly scored one point. The more scores the par-
ticipants obtained, the higher their analytical thinking disposition (M = 1.26,
SD = 1.17, α = 0.72).

9.2.4 Distrust in science

Adopting items from the Trust in Science and Scientists Inventory developed
by Nadelson et al. (2014), distrust in science was measured using 6 of the 21 items
in the inventory: (a) when scientists change their mind about a scientific idea, it
diminishes my trust in their work; (b) scientists ignore evidence that contradicts
their work; (c) scientists intentionally keep some of their findings secret when
sharing their discoveries (this item was edited to fit this study context); (d) sci-
entists do not value the ideas of others; (e) we cannot trust scientists because they
are biased in their perspectives; and (f) scientific theories are weak explanations.
The six items were combined to measure distrust in science (M = 3.09, SD = 0.80,
α = 0.88).

10 Results

To test H1, H2, and H4, two series of three-way analyses of covariance were con-
ducted, with pre-existing attitudes, misinformation type, and evidence type as the
predictors of perceived inaccuracy and perceived fakeness (Table 1). Because
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random assignment was not possible and pre-existing attitudes were measured
insteadofbeingmanipulated, all analyses includedgender, age, education, income,
and political identification as the covariates. In both cases, females were found to
positively impact perceived inaccuracy (F(1,823) = 4.85, p = 0.028, η2 = 0.006) and
fakeness (F(1,823) = 6.22, p = 0.013) than male participants. Also, age was found to
positively impact perceived inaccuracy (F(1, 823) = 15.20, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.018) and
fakeness (F(1, 823) = 21.46, p < 0.001). Older participants weremore likely to identify
the messages as fake compared with younger participants. Those participants
exposed to a manipulated message were not found to rate the content as more
inaccurate (F(1,823) = 0.77, p = 0.380) or fake (F(1,823) = 0.43, p = 0.510) than a
misinterpreted message. Therefore, H1 was not supported. H4a was also not sup-
ported because no interaction effects between pre-existing attitudes and misinfor-
mation type were found in relation to perceived inaccuracy (F(1,823) = 0.001,
p = 0.982) or fakeness (F(1,823) = 0.122, p = 0.727).

Furthermore, those participants exposed to an article citing data from a
research article did not rate the content as inaccurate (F(1,823) = 3.82, p = 0.051)
or fake (F(1,823) = 3.11, p = 0.078) to a larger extent than those exposed to an
article with quotes. Therefore, H2 was not supported. Nonetheless, a significant
interaction was found. The relationship between evidence type and perceived
inaccuracy was found to depend on the participants’ pre-existing attitudes
(F(1, 823) = 7.52, p = 0.006, η2 = 0.009), indicating a relationship between evidence

Table : Regression results with perceived inaccuracy and fakeness as the outcome variables.

Perceived inaccuracy Perceived fakeness

Model  Model  Model  Model 

Gender .a
.a

.a
.a

Age .b
.b

.c
.c

Education . . . .
Income . . . .
Political ideology . . .a

.a

R change . . . .
Pre-existing attitude .c

.b
.c

.c

R change . . . .
Analytical thinking . . . .
R change . .  

Distrust in science .c
.c

.c
.c

R change . . . .
Pre-existing attitude adistrust in science .b

.a

R change . .
Total adjusted R . . . .

ap < ., bp < ., cp < ..
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type and perceived fakeness (F(1, 823) = 8.09, p = 0.005, η2 = 0.010). The results
from pairwise comparisons suggest that among those who were unfavorable to-
ward vaccination, reading a message citing a research article (M = 2.70, SD = 0.83)
did not differ from quoting a research team (M = 2.73, SD = 0.83, p = 0.565).
However, among those who were favorable toward vaccination, those reading a
message citing a research article (M = 3.43, SD = 1.00) rated the message as being
more inaccurate than those reading a message quoting a research team (M = 3.15,
SD = 1.10, p = 0.001). Similar patterns were found with fakeness. Those who were
unfavorable toward vaccination rated themessage citing a researcharticle (M= 2.63,
SD = 0.87) as more fake than the message quoting a research team (M = 3.06,
SD = 1.12, p = 0.429). H4b was supported, but H4a was not (see Figure 1a and b).

To test the relationship between perceived inaccuracy and fakeness and pre-
existing attitudes toward vaccination (H3), analytical thinking disposition (H5),
and distrust in science (H6), a series of regression analyses were conducted,
controlling for gender, age, education, income, and political ideology. Consis-
tent with H3, pre-existing attitudes were positively related to perceived inaccu-
racy (β = 0.31, p < 0.001, R2 change = 0.065) and perceived fakeness (β = 28,
p < 0.001, R2 change = 0.054). Distrust in science was also found to be positively
related to perceived inaccuracy (β = 0.20, p < 0.001, R2 change = 0.040) and
perceived fakeness (β = 0.14, p < 0.001, R2 change = 0.019). However, analytical
thinking disposition was not related to either perceived inaccuracy (β = 0.06,
p = 0.098) or fakeness (β = 0.025, p = 0.471). Because H3 and H6—not H5—were
supported, an interaction term was included in the model. Distrust in science
interacted with pre-existing attitudes on perceived inaccuracy (β = 0.11,
p = 0.001, R2 change = 0.011) and perceived fakeness (β = 0.07, p = 0.035, R2

change = 0.005). Among the control variables, political ideology was positively
associated with perceived fakeness (b = 0.07, p = 0.044) but not perceived in-
accuracy (b = 0.03, n.s.)

To better understand the interaction effect, a figure was produced by
grouping the participants according to their pre-existing attitudes toward
vaccination. The two groups were split at the mean (3.12), with 449 participants
(53.8%) rating vaccination below average and 386 participants categorized as
holding a favorable rating of vaccination. Furthermore, the sample was divided
into two groups according to low and high levels of distrust in science, here again
splitting at the mean.

As shown in Figure 2a and b, among the participants who were favorable
toward vaccination, those with a higher distrust in science rated it as having more
inaccuracy (M = 3.50, SD = 1.01) and fakeness (M = 3.32, SD = 1.04) than those with
lower distrust (M = 3.11, SD = 1.08, p < 0.001; M = 3.10, SD = 1.13, p = 0.036,
respectively). Furthermore, among the participants who were unfavorable toward
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vaccination, the evidence type did not result in significant differences in perceived
inaccuracy (p =0.305) or fakeness (p =0.501). The significance tests presented here
were adjusted using the Bonferroni method. Similar patterns were found in rela-
tion to perceived fakeness.

Figure 1: The interaction effect between pre-existing attitudes toward vaccination and evidence
type on (a) perceived inaccuracy and (b) perceived fakeness.
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11 Discussion

The circulation ofmedical and scientific misinformation on social media platforms
has been shown to be a threat to public health (Lewandowsky et al. 2012),
particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic, when governments and medical

Figure 2: The interaction effect between pre-existing attitudes toward vaccination and distrust
in science on (a) perceived inaccuracy and (b) perceived fakeness.
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experts were trying to minimize infection risks. In Hong Kong, the scientific
misinformation that circulated during the pandemic was mainly related to the
safety and efficacy of the two vaccines available on the local market (HKBU Fact
Check 2022b). Among the verified misinformation, very few involved scientific
research conducted by local scientists or institutions. The majority of the misin-
formation was contained in scientific articles published in a nonlocal context
(HKBU Fact Check 2022b), often citing foreign experts and institutions as sources.
Taking a Facebook post in Hong Kong as a reference, the current research tested
how people process misinformation with different media tactics involved (misin-
terpretation vs. manipulation), as well as with the different types of supporting
evidence (use of research data vs. use of quotes by scientists) presented.

As noted earlier, manipulation involves the fabrication of published findings
or quotes, whereas misinterpretation involves the presentation of the original
findings and quotes but with an incorrect, added-on interpretation of the genuine
evidence. The findings show that people did not considermisinterpreted content to
be less inaccurate or fake than manipulated content, even though manipulation is
“more faulty” because it deviates more from the “ground truth.” By ground truth,
the present research refers to expert consensus as available at the time data
collection happened (Tan et al. 2015; Vraga and Bode 2020). In this sense, people
are incapable of discerning between the two types of misinformation. In fact,
because people are seldom experts in scientific matters, they might not have the
appropriate background and knowledge to make accurate judgments. This is
particularly the case when numerous scientists are still investigating the effects of
COVID-19 vaccines on people, including pregnant women. The implication is that
scholars and practitioners should not expect individuals to be competent readers
who can identify the media tactics used to create a piece of misinformation and, in
turn, call out the information as false. This finding was expected because infor-
mation is often presented as news. Because news is supposed to convey new
information to the public, people should not be presumed to have the ability to
recognize the ground truth (expert consensus) and identify suspicious content on
social media platforms without external assistance (i.e., search engines, consul-
tation with friends, cross-checking media reports, etc.).

Further, the findings suggest that the choice of supporting evidence has little
to do with people’s perceptions of message inaccuracy and fakeness. Among all
the factors taken into consideration, pre-existing attitudes toward vaccination
played the largest role in predicting judgments about inaccuracy and fakeness. In
this sense, with respect to the debate about whether people are susceptible to
misinformation because of cognitive laziness or because they want to protect their
personal beliefs, support was found for the motivated reasoning hypothesis
(Nisbet et al. 2015; Tsang 2021b).When given a research finding that supports one’s
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antivaccination stance, the mismatch between one’s prior belief and an incoming
messagemakes peoplewith positive prior attitudes toward vaccinationmore likely
to see it as inaccurate and fake.

Contrary, scoring highly on a CRT did not make people more likely to reject
misinterpreted and manipulated content. Conflicting with previous studies using
CRT to reflect individuals’ propensity to perform analytical thinking and reasoning
(Pennycook et al. 2015), the disposition to engage in analytical thinking and
reasoning was not found to impact assessments of information inaccuracy and
fakeness. Although Pennycook and Rand (2019) explored whether people are lazy
when it comes to performing deliberative information processing, the current
research found that the same mechanism does not apply to the rejection of
misleading and inaccurate content, at least in this specific context. This could be
because of how studies finding support for the classical reasoning theory have
used fairly obvious misinformation (Bago et al. 2020; Pennycook and Rand 2019),
andwhen it comes to discerning nuanced scientific information (misinterpretation
vs. manipulation), the motivated reasoning account holds better than the classical
reasoning account. Second, it might be due to how controversial and political the
topic was, driving people to protect their personal beliefs and identities. Overall,
rather than determining their capability to perform deliberative, analytical infor-
mation processing, one’s pre-existing belief of the subject at hand is more
important.

Because misinformation often involves the use of evidence, either in the form
of an article or quotation, the content is verifiable and, in turn, fact-checkable.
However, with the motivated reasoning account, purely feeding scientific knowl-
edge to people might not be sufficient (Krause et al. 2022). According to previous
research on corrective interventions, partisan individuals often have a hard time
accepting new counter-attitudinal messages (Nyhan and Reifler 2010). Even when
misinformation is instantly corrected, it is highly unlikely that misinformation
corrections will revert people’s beliefs back to the pre-exposure stage (Thorson
2016). As a result, to reduce the harm created by scientificmisinformation, scholars
and practitioners should explore media literacy programs as a way to combat the
effects of personal biases on information processing (Tully et al. 2020). Instead of
educating the public about scientific knowledge, these programs should help
people recognize how their predispositions, such as partisanship and issues
stance, impact theway they assess news. This is certainly not an easy task because,
as cited in Tully et al. (2020), “Personal bias is ‘perhaps one of the most intractable
barriers for news consumers to overcome’ (Klurfeld and Schneider 2014: 12)”
(p. 212). While prior research has shown that media literacy interventions
can successfully mitigate selective exposure (Vraga and Tully 2017) and biased
perceptions of news (Vraga and Tully, 2015), the current research advocates the
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need to apply thesemedia literacy interventions andmessages to combat scientific
misinformation, particularly when a subject is highly polarized and controversial.

It should be noted that, in the current study, even though evidence type did not
have a main effect on judgments about inaccuracy and fakeness, those who felt
favorably toward vaccination rated the counter-attitudinal message citing a
research article as being more inaccurate and fake than an identical message that
had the addition of a quote from a research team. People who are exposed to a
counter-attitudinal message tend to be more critical toward the use of data than
the use of quotations and, in turn, will find ways to discredit the content. In this
sense, discussing the findings from the perspective of a published journal article
allows people to scrutinize the data more closely. As Dahlstrom (2014) suggested,
“logical-scientific communication” (p. 13,614) allows audiences to see how
well the arguments supplied can be generalized to their prior beliefs and knowl-
edge. The current research further suggests that misinformation that has the
characteristics of “logical-scientific communication” is likely to drive motivated
reasoning than misinformation with the characteristics of “narrative communi-
cation” (Dahlstrom 2014, p. 13,614). When people are supplied with a quote by or
from a scientist or research team, there is less room for them to refute any argu-
ments, leading to them having a harder time spotting misinformation presented in
the form of expert quotations as being inaccurate and fake. Expert quotations will
likely sound or look informative and be considered to be based on the experiences
of one or more scientists, which are harder to refute.

Practically, it is important for individuals reading information that aligns with
their existing views to be more critical of the information they receive. However,
the findings show the opposite—those who were reading information they did not
agree with were more critical and more alert to the supposed presence of inaccu-
racy and fakeness. In general, individuals’ perceptions of the existence of inac-
curacy and fakeness are heavily impacted by one’s pre-existing attitudes,
supporting the motivated reasoning hypothesis. This is consistent with what Tully
et al. (2020) have suggested, specifically that literacy interventions should be
designed with caution because solely encouraging people to identify news biases
in information could drive people to be cynical toward news information. Instead,
ideal interventions should assist people in reflecting on their personal biases.

Finally, the current study has shown the distrust of science was a significant
predictor of the perception that messages were inaccurate and fake. Trust is
particularly important for public compliance with pandemic recommendations
because it gives scientists “the benefit of the doubt” (Rahn and Transue 1998, p.
543). As suggested, distrust means that audiences are likely to perceive scientists
as being both dishonest and incompetent and, thus, less credible. Since the
beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, Hong Kong citizens have had decreased
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levels of trust in science and individual scientists and organizations (Grundy 2020)
and, in turn, may distort the processing of vaccination information. On the more
positive side, the perceptions that scientists keep some of their findings hidden,
that they are self-interested and biased, and even that they discredit established
scientific theories were found to heighten the awareness of news readers when
analyzing information. These readers were better able to catch and be alert to
misinformation, whether in the form of misinterpretation or manipulation. The
challenge is that, although citizens are encouraged to trust science and experts
National Academics of Sciences (2015), citizens are also alerted to be critical in-
formation consumers. Media literacy programs should aim to nurture individuals
who are aware of potential false information but, at the same time, maintain that
level of trust in science, especially given the polarization in society regarding
various health and well-being matters, including climate change, mandatory
vaccination, DNA cloning, and so forth.

11.1 Limitations

Because people with different backgrounds were expected to define what inac-
curate and fake means, the current findings derived solely using data gathered in
Hong Kong should be carefully interpreted. Future studies should replicate these
findings in a variety of contexts. Furthermore, CRT is not a common measure in
Hong Kong. Even though the CRT question items in the present study were all
carefully drafted to accommodate the local language, further tests should be
executed to better grasp the application of CRT in Chinese-language contexts.
Moreover, although previous studies have relied on CRT to measure analytical
thinking (Pennycook and Rand 2019), measures of analytical thinking, logical-
mathematical thinking, and scientific thinking should all be explored. In addition,
because the difference between manipulated content and misrepresented content
in the current researchmay have been indiscernible, future research should seek to
compare the effects of different forms of misinformation with more noticeable
contrasts. Finally, the current study took one specific misinformation as a refer-
ence for stimuli creation. Scholars should continue to investigate the effects of
different types of misinformation on readers’ processing and evaluations. In fact,
there are many more ways to classify misinformation (Kapantai et al. 2021).
Although the current study identified and tested the effects of two types of
misinformation, more should be done to determine how the public can be pro-
tected from awide variety of scientific misinformation (Van der Linden et al. 2017).

Research funding: This work was funded by the General Research Fund of the
Hong Kong Research Grants Council (https://doi.org/10.13039/501100002920),
Project Number: 12602820.
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